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Let G be a group and g,,..., g, a set of generators. There are approximately 
(2t - 1)” reduced words in g, ,..., g, of length <n. Let j7,, be the number of those 
which represent 1,. We show that y  = limn+m(jjn)“” exists. Clearly 1 < y  < 2t- 1. 
n = (log y)/(log(2t - 1)) is the cogrowth. 0 < q < I. In fact q E {O/U ({, 11. The 
entropic dimension of G is shown to be 1 - q. It is then proved that d(G) = 1 if and 
only if G is free on g, ,..., g, and d(G) = 0 if and only if G is amenable. 
The purpose of this article is to define and explore the complementary 
notions of cogrowth and entropic dimension of a group. Invariants of the 
presentation, they are real numbers between 0 and 1. Most importantly, the 
entropic dimension of a group is 0 if and only if the group is amenable. We 
shall calculate the dimensions for several examples. 
Let {x, ,..., xt ] I,, rz ,... ) be a presentation for a group G. We assume that 
1 < f < co. Thus G = F/N, where F is the free group on X, ,..., xt and N is the 
normal subgroup generated by rl, rz,... E F. With respect to these fixed 
generators x, ,..., x,, we have a well-defined notion of the length ] w  ] of any 
word wEF. ]l]=O, ]x~]=]x,:‘]= 1, etc. 
LetE,={wEFIIwl=n}andN,=NnE,.Lety,=IN,I,thenumberof 
elements in N,,. Let jr,, = CrzO yn. We shall show that limn-m(jr,,)l’” = y 
always exists and y E [ 1,2t - 11. Furthermore, except in the case N = 1 (i.e., 
G = F), where y = 1, we shall see that y E (dm, 22 - 11. Furthermore, 
we shall see that G is amenable if and only if y = 2t - 1. 
Put a metric on F by d(u, u) = (2t - l)-“, where n = min(]u], 1 v]) for 
u # u and d(u, u) = 0. With respect to this metric, we shall show that the 
entropic dimension of N is q = log y/log(2t - 1). We define q to be the 
cogrowth of G. 
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We can now reasonably define the dimension of G = F/N to be 
d= dim F - dim N = 1 - r. Reinterpreting the results for y we see 
d E [0, f) U { I} and d = 0 if and only if G is amenable and d = 1 if and only 
if G = F (i.e., G is presented with no relations). 
We recall that a non-amenable group musf have exponential growth and 
an amenable group may have exponential growth (e.g., solvable groups [ 71). 
Thus for studying amenability, cogrowth is a more precise tool than growth. 
1. THE EXISTENCE OF y 
We observe the following: 
for n, m > 0 (2t - 2)P - I)“-‘Y, < Ym+zn, (1.1) 
YnYm G Yntm+z* (1.2) 
We see (1.1) as follows: Choose any a E N,. a # 1 so a begins with some 
u0 and ends with some uO, where u,,, v,, E E, . Now, in F there are exactly 
(2t - 2)(2t - 1),-l words w  of length n which do not end with u;’ or vO. 
For each of these, waw- ’ E N,,,+ 2n. 
To prove (1.2), choose any a E N, and fi E N,, a ending with u,, and /3 
beginning with u,, and ending with u,. Pick any u E E, - (u;‘, u,‘, u,}. 
Then a@-’ E N,t,+2. 
From (1.1) and (1.2) we see that there are three possible behavior patterns 
for the y,,: 
(a) yn = 0 for all n > 0. 
(b) ~2n+1= 0 for all n, but for some n,, y2” # 0 for all n > n,. 
(c) For some N, y, # 0 for all n > N. 
Case (a) is clearly the case G = F, N = 1 so that ~7~ = 1 for all n and y = 1 
is well-defined. We shall show that in case (b), y = limn+oo(y2n)“2n and in 
case (c), Y = lim,,,(y,) ‘In exists. This will follow from Proposition 1 below. 
In particular y = lim,,,(y, + yn- I)““, but yn + yn-, < Y,, < (n/2)@, + Y, - ,) 
and thus y < lim,.+,(jj,J”” < y. We have thus proved that y = limn+co(~~)“” 
always exists once we prove 
PROPOSITION 1. lim,,,(y,) ‘In exists when taken over n such that y, # 0. 
ProojI We consider only those n for which y,, # 0. Define a,, = 
log yn _ z > 0. Observe that (1.2) now says that a,, + a, < a, + m. From this it 
also follows by induction that ta, <a,, and that the a,, form a non- 
decreasing sequence. Also note that card N, Q card E, = 2f(2t - 1)” so that 
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ynp2 < (2t- 1)” and a, < n log(2t - 1). Thus the sequence a,/n is non- 
negative and bounded. 
Let a = lim sup a,/n and /3 = lim inf a,/n. Assume that a =/I + 3s > p. 
Find m such that u,,,/m > cz - E and find n > (J/E + 2)m with a,/n < p + E. 
Thenwriten=km+qwithO<q<msok>~/s+l.Thusa-.s<a,,,/m= 
ku,,,/km < u,,,,/km < (a,/n)(n/km) < (aJn)(k + 1)/k < @3 + e)@/e + 2)/ 
f?+ l)=p+2s=a-s. Th is contradiction yields the fact that a = p and 
n~m a,/n exists. Thus lim,,, u,+,/n also exists. But u,+,/n = log (y”)“” 
;;to; Y = lim,+,W ‘ln exists taken over the y, # 0. This completes the 
Notice that u,/n < log(2t - 1) whence y Q 2t - 1. 
We have seen that in case (a), y = 1. For cases (b) and (c), (1.1) tells us 
that choosing some m with y,,, # 0, yrn+*” > (2t - 2)(2t - l)“-‘. Thus y = 
lim,-,(y,+ 2n) 
1/(m+2n) > lim .,,((2t - 2)(2t - I)n-‘)“(m+2n) = @=i. 
Putting this altogether, we have 
THEOREM 1. y= limn+oo(r;t)“” always exists and 1 < y < 2t - 1. 
Further, if y # 1 then y > @?. 
We now define the cogrowth of G to be 
1% Y 
rl = log(2t - 1) * (1.3) 
In terms of q, Theorem 1 becomes 
THEOREM 1’. The cogrowth q is an invariant of the presentation of 
G=F/N. O<n<l. Except in the case N= 1 (G=F) when q=O, 
f(&l. 
We shall see later that if y # 1, then y > dm, i.e., rj > f. 
2. ENTROPIC DIMENSION AND COGROWTH 
Let X be a metric space and A cX. For E > 0 let v,(A) be the minimum 
number of s-balls required to cover A. We then define the entropic dimension 
to be 
d(A) = lirn,so”p I- ‘ovoid)/. (2-l) 
This is closely related to but is not exactly the Hausdorff dimension, but it 
is clearly a type of dimension (easily checked on Euclidean space, for 
example) that is closely related to the Hausdorff dimension. 
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THEOREM 2. The cogrowth q cfG = F/N is the entropic dimension d(N) 
ofNaF. 
Recall the metric defined on F: for u # u with ) uI< ( u 1, 
d(u, v) = (2t - l)- “‘. Notice that if r ,< (2t - 1)-l”’ then B,.(w) = {w}; and 
if (2t - l)-“‘I < r < (2t - l)-‘w’t’, B,(w) = lJ,,>,,,, E,. Now let N a F as 
before with y” elements of length <n. If (2t - 1 j-“-l < E < (2t - l)-“, then 
B,(w) = {w} for all w  E fl,, and for any u E E,, , , B,(u) 3 (N - fi,). Thus 
v,(N)=?,,+ 1. -(n+ l)log(2t- l)<log&<-n log(2t- 1) so 
lW(Y” + 1) 
(n + 1) log(2t - 1) 
< _ log Y,(N) < log(Fn + 1) 
log E ’ n log(2t - 1) ’ 
Letting E 1 0 is the same as n -+ co which gives a limit 
lois Y 
log(2t - 1) = rl* 
We notice that for N = F, y = 2t - 1 and so d(F) = 1. Thus the following 
definition is natural: 
DEFINITION. If G is presented as F/N, then its entropic dimension is 
d(G) = d(F) - d(N) = 1 - q, where q is the cogrowth. 
3. COGROWTH AND AMENABILITY 
In this section, we prove the main result. 
THEOREM 4. G is amenable if and only if the cogrowth q = 1, that is, if 
and only if d(G) = 0. 
Note. In general d(G) depends on the presentation. Theorem 4 says that 
d(G) being 0 is independent of the presentation. 
For completeness, we recall the definition of an amenable group: Let L”G 
be the set of bounded real-valued functions on G. For any f E L”OG and 
g E G, let f,: G + [R be defined by f,(x) = f( gx) G is called amenable if and 
only if there is an [R-linear transformation ~1: L”G + IR such that inff(G) < 
PDF) Q sup J(G) and pdf) = ,uu’) for all SE L”G and g E G. 
Let us now consider the complex group ring CG. An elements a E CG has 
the form a = C,,, a, g, where a, E @ and ag = 0 for all but a finite number 
of g E G. The multiplication is given by C a, g . C/l,, h = C a$,, gh. We 
define Iall = C laBI, Ial2 = am, and llall= SUP~~,~=, la/Q. In general 
I4 G llall G I al,. 
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The trace of a, tra, is a,, the coefftcient of the identity element. The 
support of a, suppa={gEG]a,#O}. The adjoint of a, a*=Ccr,g-‘. 
Thus tr(aa*) = ] a ]$. a is called self-adjoint if a = a*. 
The connection with amenability is the following: 
THEOREM A (Kesten [6]). Let a E G be self-adjoint with ap > 0 for each 
g and supp a generating G. Then 1) a II = I a 1, if and only if G is amenable. 
We are going to take a specific a and show how to calculated ]] a ]I in terms 
of the cogrowth (or more specifically in terms of y), showing that cogrowth 
is a measure of amenability. 
We need to use the following consequence of the spectral theorem and 
basic C*-algebra theory (cf. e.g. [5, Lemma 2.21): 
if a is self-adjoint then 
]]a]( = & Ianl:‘n = $i (tr(a2n))1’2n. 
(3.1) 
To make this calculation, let sm = C,,,, w  E @F. X0 = 1, -‘& = 
Xl + **a +x,+x;‘+ . . . + x,-l, etc. In [2] the following is proved: 
THEOREM B. There exist integers ai,n such that Zy = CyEO a(,,& and 
which satisfy 
(a) a,,” = ai,,, the Kronecker delta for n = 0, 1. 
09 a O,n+ I = 2t6.4 andfor i> 1, ai,n+l =ai-I,n + (2t- l)ai+l,n. 
Let p: F-+ G be the projection and let r, = P(%~). The element we shall 
study is a=(,. Since p: CF+ CG is a ring homomorphism 
a” = CrEo a,,n&. Notice that tr ti is exactly the number of elements in Ei 
which project to the identity of G, i.e., the number of elements in Ni, hence, 
by definition yi. Thus 
tr an = 2 a,,” yi. 
i=O 
(3.2) 
The case yi = 0, i > 0 (i.e., G = F) was the subject of [2]. In that case 
a = .%r and it was shown that ]].,‘& ]] = 2 dm. In what follows we assume 
that for n even and sufficiently large, y, # 0. Now by (3.1) and (3.2) we have 
llall = !z (i. ai,flYi)““- 
n even 
(3.3) 
THEOREM 3. llall=y+(2t-l)/yify> 1. 
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Notice first that together with Kesten’s Theorem A, this proves 
Theorem 4: G is amenable if and only if ] a(, = ]I a]], that is, if and only if 
2t = y + (2t - 1)/y, and thus only in the case y = 2t - 1. (Of course y = 1 
means G is free and hence non-amenable.) y = 2t - 1 corresponds to q = 1 
and d(G) = 0. 
Kesten [5, Theorem 31 proves that if N# 1 then ]I<, ]I > 2 @?. From 
Theorem 3, it follows that if y > 1, then y > dm; i.e., if q > 0 then q > 4. 
Since in [2,5] it is proved that j]xr]] = 2 dm, for N= 1, y “ought to be” 
dm instead of 1: this would make the formula in Theorem 3 valid also 
for N= 1. 
We shall use (3.3) to calculate ]Ia]I. In order to calculate the right hand 
side we need the following result about asymptotic limits. 
LEMMA. Let bi,n > 0. Assume f(s) = lirn,+,(CyZo bi,,si)“” is defined 
and continuous for s E (a, 6) c I? +. Let si > 0 be such that limn-tco(sn)“n = 
s E (a, b). Then lim,+,(CyEO bi,nsi)“” = f(s). 
Proof: Given E > 0, choose N such that ](s,)“” - s] < E for all n > N. 
Thus for n > iV, (s - E)” < s, < (s + 6)“. Choose a E (0, l] and fi E [ 1, co) 
such that a(s-s)” <s, <p(s + E)” for n <N. Then a(s -E)” <s, ( 
/3(s + E)” holds for all n. Thus aCyzo bi,n(~ - E)~ ( CyzO bi,,si < 
p C7E’=o bi*,(s + E)“. Taking nth powers and passing to the limit as n + co, 
f(s - E) < lim inf,,,(CyZO hiSi)“” < lim SUpn+m(C~Ft=o b,,nSi)l’n < f(s + E). 
Since this is true for all E and since f is continuous, we get f(s) = 
lim,,(CFEO bi,,Si)l’n* 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let n be even throughout this discussion. Using the 
lemma we know that ]] a]] = lim,+,(CyZO Ui,,yi)"". Notice that p = ]I a]] - ’ is 
exactly the radius of convergence of f(z) = Ci,n.+,,ui,nyi~n. We will use 
Theorem B to describe f(z). Let g(z) = Cc& qnz” whose radius of 
convergence is p, = limn+co(uO,n)l’n which was calculated in [2] as 
2d2m Now 
.flz)= dz) + C ui,n+~Yiz"+' 
i>l,n>O 
= g(z) + c (a,-I,, + (2t - lb,,,,,) l+zn+' 
i>l,n>O 
= g(z) + c ai;J++lZn+l + (2t - 1) c ui,J-‘Z”+’ 
i,n>O i>Z.n>O 
= g(z) + yz f (z) + (3 - 1) ; f (z) - (2 - 1) c, QO,“Y 
-lz”+l 
n>O 
- (2t- 1) c qnz”+’ 
n>0 
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= g(z) + W(z) + GQ - 1 wY)f(z) - w - l)(Z/Y) g(z) 
- (2t - 1)/2t(g(z) - 1) 
= (2t - 1)/B + ((l/D) - (a - l)z/y)g(z) + (Y + (2l- l>/r)f(z). 
Thus 
f(z) = (2t - 1)P + (W - Pt - l)Z/Y)dZ) 
l-(7+(2t-I)/@ * 
From this form it is clear that p = min@’ , p2), where p; ’ = y + (2t - 1)/y. 
But then p;‘>2dm and so p=p2. Thus ]]a]j=p-‘=y+(2t-1)/y 
proving Theorem 3 and thus completing the proof of Theorem 4. 
4. SOME EXAMPLES 
In this section, we calculate y and q for some groups. 
EXAMPLE 1. G = (x, y ) y’). Let g and h be the images of x and y. 
<,=g+h+g-‘+X1 and Ilr’ll=(Ihr,II=IIhg+l+hg-‘+lII. LetHbe 
the subgroup of G generated by x, = hg and x2 = hg-‘. H is free on x, and 
x2 and hc, = x’ + x2 + 2. The Akemann-Ostrand Theorem [ 1, Theorem 
IV.G] applies and gives /Ix, +x2 + 2]] = min,.+,(2 dz7 + dm - 2) 
which is approximately 3.7922765038. y + 3/y = I]& I( = ]lx’ + x2 + 211 then 
yields y z 2.668565566. 9 = log y/log 3 z 0.8934371998. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let us see how y and q change as useless generators are 
added. Let G = (xl, x2 ,..., x, ] ri) and G’ = (x, , x2 ,..., x,, y, , y, ,..., y, ] 
rf, Yl, Y*,..., y,) isomorphic groups. Letting gi = p(x,), and noting that 
p(yi)=l, r=g’+...+g,+g;‘+...+g;’ for G and {‘=c+2m for 
G’. Since all the coefficients are positive, it follows that ]]<]] E Spec < and 
]I r’ ]] E Spec r’ and thus I] r’ I] = I( r + 2m I] = I] <]I + 2m. Assume that there is 
some ri # 1 so that y + (2n - 1)/y = I] <]I for G and y’ + (2m + 2n - 1)/y’ = 
]I<’ ]I = ]]r]] + 2m for G’. Thus the relation between y and y’ is given by y’ + 
(2m+2n-I)/y’=y+(2n-l)/y+2m. We also have y1/(2m+2n-1)+ 
l/y’ = I] r]]/(fm + 2n - 1) + 2m/(2m + 2n ,- 1). Thus as m + co, 
y’/(2m + 2n - 1) + 1 and thus q’ = log y’/log(2m + 2n - 1) + 1. Thus for 
any group G, sup{ q ] q cogrowth for some presentation of G} = 1. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let G = (x’,..,, x,) be free and let w’ ,..., w, be the basis of 
a free subgroup of G. (For n > 1, m may be chosen arbitrarily.) Look at the 
presentation of G as G’ = (x’,..., x,, y’,..., ym ) y”‘“‘)* Then <: = 
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Xl + *a’ +xn + y, + 
. . . + y, + x;’ + . . . +x;l + . . . + y;’ + . . . + y,’ = 
Xl + Y,  + “‘+y, + y;l+ . . . + y;’ =x1 + I’[, where x, = x, + ... +x, 
+ x;’ + ... +x;’ and ri = w, + -1. + w, + w;’ + .a. + w,‘. Thus ]lr]I] < 
/lx1 )I + IIT1 1) = 2 d%-? + 2 \/zm=-T. For G’, y1 + (2m + 2n - 1)/y’ = 
]I <: I] < 2 $5-X + 2 d%K-I. In particular y1 < 2 dZi7 + 2 $KX 
so q’ = log y’/log(2n + 2m - 1) < log(2 dm + 2 &K7)/2 log 
\/2n + 2m - 1. But lim,,, log(2 $57 + 2 @ZX)/log d2n + 2m - 1 
= 1 and 9’ is always > f. Thus Em,,,, 9’ = 4. So for a free group inf{r 1 v 
the cogrowth of some non-trivial presentation} = f. 
Thus cogrowth is very far from being a group invariant. What may be a 
useful invariant, however, is to restrict to consideration of presentations with 
the minimum number of generators. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let G = (xi ,..., x, I x:l, s$ ,..., x2). In [3] Grigorchuk proves 
that lim,,,, ,.... I,,, y=@T. I n terms of cogrowth, this says that 
lim 1*./2,....lrm rl = i* 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
A well-known conjecture of von Neumann is that a group is non-amenable 
if and only if it contains a free sugroup of rank two. A counterexample has 
been announced by Ol’shanski and Grigorchuk using the methods of [3] 
(although I have not seen any details). Regardless, the conjecture is still a 
useful way of thinking of what non-amenable groups “should” look like. 
Based on the main results, I would conjecture that von Neumann was 
correct for finitely presented groups. If G = F/N is such a group, then N is 
finitely generated as a normal subgroup and hence it should be nicely 
distributed throughout F. Since d(N) < d(F), N should in some sense be 
nowhere dense and thus F-N ought to contain free subgroups. Thus G 
would also contain a free subgroup. 
On the other hand, the results also suggest a means for constructing coun- 
terexamples: if w  E G a group, let H(w) be the normal subgroup generated 
by w  and G(w) = G/M(w). Let u(w) = min{ i > 0 ( M(w) n Ni} = 0. 
Conjecture. Let G be presented as F/N and have cogrowth q < 1. Let 
v < E < 1 and m be an integer, If x, y E G generate a free group of rank, then 
there is some word w  in x and y with u(w) ) m and the cogrowth of G(w) 
is < E. 
This conjecture is reasonable based on what we know about cogrowth. 
The conjecture gives us the means for constructing counterexamples to the 
von Neumann conjecture. In fact, it allows us, given any non-amenable 
group, to construct a quotient which is a counterexample: given a non- 
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amenable group G of cogrowth q and some 6 E (Q l), order all pairs of 
elements in G. Then form successive quotients G’ of G, by the conjecture, 
whose cogrowth is < 6 by adding some non-trivial relation to the images of 
successive pairs, if none existed. The limit group will have no free subgroups 
of rank two and should have (proof necessary) cogrowth <6, and hence is 
non-amenable. 
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